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Abstract

In this paper we analyse the scientific production of the researchers of the School of Economics

and Management of the University of Porto (FEP). The titles of articles appearing in the bib-

liographic database Authenticus were used as the basis of this study. We have explored the

representation in the form of a network visualised as graph, where each researcher is repre-

sented by a node. The nodes are connected by the level of similarity of the publications’ titles.

To obtain this network we have used the software Affinity Miner. This software can also identify

affinity groups that join researchers with similar publications. We have explored two methods

for this purpose and determined that Louvain’s method produces the best results.

As the original network has a rather high density of links, the visual analysis would be rather

difficult if the network were not simplified. Simplification is done by removing the weakest

links. Using a measure called modularity with component penalty, we determine an adequate

value for the minimum weight of a link.

The results obtained with this methodology are interesting. First, it can identify both central

researchers of FEP and central researchers in each scientific group (e.g. in Economics, Man-

agement, etc.).

The 9 affinity groups that were generated are also of interest. We note that the scientific group of

Economics is divided into 3 rather cohesive subgroups. Two of those include mainly researchers
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from this scientific group, while the third one is a mix of researchers mainly from Economics

and Management. All affinity groups are characterised by automatically generated keywords.

Similar analysis can be done for all other scientific subgroups. In our opinion, the structures

discovered are pertinent and provide interesting insights into how FEP is in fact organised.

Keywords: Publications of FEP, affinity networks, visualization, graphs, centrality measures,

community detection.

JEL classification code: C00.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current age there are several tools available online that allow us to discover other people,

whether they are someone we know or who we would be interested in meeting. These tools exist

not only for our personal interests but also professionally. Social platforms such as LinkedIn

provide a means for people and companies to make connections and find people they would like

to work with.

Both researchers and investigation centres benefit from such tools, as they often look for other

researchers to work with or that would fit well in an upcoming project. However, while re-

searchers can use these tools to find others, they do not have the means to easily discover those

who work on the same areas as them. One tool that can be used is a co-authorship graph which

allows the user to visualise who has worked with whom. This is a very limited tool, as it simply

lets the individual see these partnerships. It could be useful to find other researchers based on

certain keywords or by the similarity in fields of research.

Affinity Miner (Brazdil et al., 2015; Trigo et al., 2015) is a prototype software that attempts to

fill this gap. Based on the terms in the titles of the publications of each author, it constructs

a network of researchers linked by the similarity of those terms so that the user is able to vi-

sually explore the data. It then generates keywords that describe each researcher, allowing

the user to search for those terms. Furthermore, the application finds communities in the net-

work which join similar researchers into more homogeneous groups, which we can call affinity

groups. Nonetheless, the groups currently generated by the community detection algorithm

implemented in Affinity Miner are not balanced, since there are several groups composed of 3

or less researchers, which is undesirable. This gives rise to the need for comparing different

algorithms and parameters and see which groups they return, in order to find a structure that can

create a more balanced solution and that better represents the organisation of the network.

Structure of this report

This report will analyse the result of the application of a community detection algorithm to data

from authors of FEP, collected from Authenticus (Bugla, 2009), using Affinity Miner. In section
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2 we review the basics of network analysis and community detection. Section 3 explains the

methodology used in Affinity Miner. In section 4 we describe the data used for this project, the

main parameters experimented with and the evaluation measure used. In section 5 we present

the final network obtained and analyse the centrality of the researchers in regard to their sci-

entific groups. We then look at the affinity groups discovered, how they are composed, the

keywords that describe them and how these groups relate to the scientific groups. We conclude

this report with an overview of future research to undertake.

2. MAIN CONCEPTS IN THE AREA OF NETWORK ANALYSIS

2.1. Network analysis

Networks can be found everywhere. They are present in society, in biology, computer science,

and many other fields. It is therefore important to be able to model these networks and extract

relevant information from them.

Networks are usually represented as graphs. Figure 1 contains an example of a graph, which

is constituted by two basic elements: nodes and links, which are the connections between two

nodes. In Figure 1, the nodes are the circles and the links are the lines connecting them.

Figure 1: Example of a network represented by a graph.

An important distinction is that between weighted and unweighted graphs. A graph can be

weighted when the links between the nodes can assume different values from each other, with

that value being the weight of the node. This weight can be a function of something, and in
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Affinity Miner it is the cosine similarity between two nodes. In Figure 1, the thicker the link

the higher its weight is. In this particular case, the larger the weight of the link the larger the

similarity between the two researchers it connects.

2.1.1. Statistical measures of the nodes

The position of a node in the network is measured by its centrality, which attempts to determine

the importance of a node in the network by measuring how well connected it is. There are

several metrics that are used to compute this. The most popular ones were suggested by Freeman

(1978): degree, betweenness and closeness. There have been some attempts at generalising

these metrics for weighted networks (Opsahl et al., 2010; Newman, 2001). Bonacich (1987)

later introduced eigenvector centrality. Another popular metric was proposed by Watts and

Strogatz (1998), called local clustering coefficient. The two measures currently calculated in

Affinity Miner are betweenness and eigenvector centrality.

2.1.2. Betweenness

The betweenness of a node measures how often the node is between other nodes in the network

(Freeman, 1978). The betweenness can be calculated as the fraction of shortest paths between

two nodes that pass through the node under analysis, out of all the shortest paths passing through

the original two nodes. It is presented in Equation 1, where we consider i as the node being

measured, bi as node betweenness of node i, σst as the number of shortest paths between nodes

s and t. σst(i) is the number of shortest paths between the nodes s and t that go through node i.

N(G) is the set of nodes in graph G.

bi = ∑
s, t∈N(G)\i

σst(i)
σst

(1)
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2.1.3. Eigenvector centrality

The main idea behind eigenvector centrality (Bonacich, 1987) is that the power and status of

a node are defined by the power and status of its neighbours. This measure takes into account

both the number of neighbours of a node and how well connected those neighbours are.

Equation 2 is the eigenvector centrality’s formula. In this equation, eci is the eigenvector cen-

trality of node i, xi j is the entry on the i-th row and j-th column of the adjacency matrix X , and

λ is the largest eigenvalue of X . di and d j are the centralities of nodes i and j.

eci = di
1
λ

n

∑
j=1

xi jd j (2)

2.2. Community detection

As defined by Newman (2003), communities are groups of nodes with a high density of con-

nections within the group but a low density of connections to other groups. These communities

can tell us a lot about the underlying structures of a network, and as such should be given more

attention. Since most of the time these communities are not known in advance, one must use

community detection algorithms, which aim to find these structures. In the context of Affinity

Miner, these communities will be referred to as affinity groups, and each one will be represented

by a different colour. The term community can be mistaken by those formed when considering

co-authorship networks for example, where researchers are connected by articles published to-

gether. In Affinity Miner the researchers are connected by their affinities to each other, and as

such the term affinity group seems more fitting.

Two algorithms were considered for this report: the Walktrap method and Louvain’s method.

Affinity Miner uses the Walktrap method for the community detection tasks, but its results were

not satisfactory since there was a high number of affinity groups, and many of these contained

a very small number of researchers. As such, this report focuses on the results obtained with

Louvain’s method, which were more promising. More information on the Walktrap method and
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the results obtained with it can be found in Appendix B and C, respectively.

Blondel et al. (2008) created Louvain’s method, which was designed specifically for large net-

works and combines modularity optimisation with heuristics. This algorithm iterates over two

distinct phases. Assuming a weighted network, which is the case of the network we have, the

algorithm starts with each node being its own community. For each node i it evaluates the gain

in modularity that would occur if i were removed from its community and moved to the commu-

nity of one of its neighbours. This node goes to the community that leads to the maximum gain

in modularity, as long as this value is positive. Otherwise, i remains in its original community.

This process is repeated sequentially for all nodes, with the possibility of a node being consid-

ered several times. When no further improvement can be reached, which means a local maxima

of the modularity is achieved and no individual move can improve this value, this phase ends.

The results of this stage may be altered depending on the order considered for the nodes, and

while preliminary results show this does not influence the modularity attained by much, they

also indicate it influences the computation time.

When the first phase ends, the second phase starts. In this phase, the algorithm builds a new

network using the previously discovered communities as the nodes. All the links connecting

two communities are merged together, and so the weight of the new links is simply the sum of

the weights of the nodes that previously connected those two groups. Links inside a community

now become self-loops. This ends the second phase. At this point, the first phase can be applied

again. Blondel et al. (2008) call the two phases a pass, and this pass can be done over and over

again, further reducing the number of communities until there are no more alterations and a

maximum value of modularity is achieved. Since the algorithm joins communities at each pass,

it has a hierarchical structure akin to what can be found in hierarchical clustering methods.

2.2.1. Modularity

One can look at the community detection problem as the task of finding the optimal partition of

the network into communities, or modules. Though it is currently computationally impossible

to get this answer in a relatively short amount of time, an optimised solution can be found via
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heuristics. Optimisation methods, such as Louvain’s method, focus on maximising an objective

function. In this method, the objective function used is modularity, which is a measure of the

quality of a partition of the network. The concept of modularity was introduced by Newman

and Girvan (2004) and it measures the fraction of links in the network that connect nodes from

the same community minus the fraction of links going out of that community (Equation 3, Chen

et al. (2013)).

Q = ∑
ci∈C

[
|E in

ci
|

|E| −
(

2|E in
ci
|+ |Eout

ci
|

2|E|

)2
]

(3)

The notation is as follows:

– C: set of all communities;

– ci: specific community in C;

– |E in
ci
|: number/sum of weight of edges between nodes in community ci;

– |Eout
ci
|: number/sum of weight of edges from community ci to nodes outside of it;

– |E|: number/sum of weight of all edges in the network.

Modularity can have both positive and negative values, though it is always smaller than 1. If the

modularity is negative or zero, it suggests the graph has no community structure. The larger the

value of modularity the better, as it means the number of links inside a community is bigger than

what would be expected if the same community had random links. Modularity is often used as

a quality function by community detection algorithms, so it should be taken into account that

evaluating network partitions with this measure may benefit the algorithms that optimise it.

3. METHODOLOGY USED IN AFFINITY MINER

Affinity Miner is a prototype software that uses text data to generate networks and keywords.

Its method can be briefly summarised in the following steps:
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– Obtaining the names of the authors and their publications;

– Preprocessing the text using text mining;

– Elaborating the similarity matrix and graph for visualisation;

– Identifying affinity groups;

– Folding and unfolding of the network;

– Characterizing nodes through keywords.

3.1. More detailed description of the method in Affinity Miner

Affinity Miner uses data from articles written by the researchers. The terms in the titles, key-

words and abstracts of those publications are processed using bag-of-words and vector repre-

sentation, and the usual preprocessing is applied by removing numbers, punctuation and other

elements of the sort (Feldman and Sanger, 2007). The list of documents is then transformed

into a document-term matrix where the columns contain all the terms in the set of articles and

each row refers to a document. Each value of the matrix indicates the frequency with which the

term on the column appears in the document on the row, using tf-idf weighting. The process

does not end here, and is followed by the calculation of the cosine similarity for each pair of

researchers. This is then used to create a network where each node is a researcher and the links

represent similarity. From here, the community detection algorithm is applied to detect affinity

groups, which are meant for an easier exploration of the network. In the future this feature is

intended to allow the folding and unfolding of communities as well, as illustrated in figure 2.

Affinity Miner generates these networks and communities not only for the full dataset, but also

for each existing scientific group in the data. This entire process was programmed mostly in R

and its packages.

Though not yet implemented, another possible feature of Affinity Miner is to look at the differ-

ences between the co-authorship and affinity graphs, allowing the user to visualise researchers

similar to them with whom they have not published an article in the past, which would be an

easy way to discover new connections.
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Figure 2: Example of an unfolded (left) and folded (right) network, adopted from Trigo et al.
(2015).

Affinity Miner also generates relevant keywords that describe each author and affinity group.

The user is able to search for researchers of interest, and the system returns the researchers

that match those terms based on the keywords it generated. Another functionality is the ability

to click on a researcher’s node in order to see the keywords that describe him and those that

describe the affinity group he belongs to. The keywords are generated using the TextRank

method (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004).

4. APPLICATION OF AFFINITY MINER TO THE ANALYSIS OF RESEARCHERS OF FEP

In order to apply the Affinity Miner framework to discover affinity groups of researchers from

FEP, we need data. In this section, we describe the data that we used for this study. We present

some descriptive statistics about the scientific groups defined by the Faculty. We conclude this

section by presenting the possible parameters we can modify and the measure we chose to

evaluate the solutions we obtained, based on a study we previously conducted.

4.1. Original data and pre-processing

The data for this project was provided by the Authenticus team (Authenticus, 2017) and spans

the period from January 1972 to December 2016. The data contains the titles of the publications
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of authors that are affiliated with FEP. Using the information in the website of FEP (FEP, 2017),

we extracted those researchers that were in the website as of January 2017, characterised as

active or inactive. Each researcher belongs to one scientific group, so we used the search

feature in the website to extracted all researchers that belonged to one of the five scientific

groups: Economics, Management, Maths and Information Science (referred to as Maths and

InfSci from this point forward), Social Sciences and Law. Some names had to be altered in

order to match the name found in the Authenticus dataset. After extracting only the authors

from FEP, the dataset has 102 authors and a total of 1201 publications. We have verified that

the dataset that was prepared by the Authenticus team and that we have used here does not

include all researchers’ publications that are available at the Authenticus website. This aspect

will be analysed in the future and measures will be taken to minimize the differences. However,

this aspect is relatively insignificant for the analysis carried out here.

4.2. Data used in this study

Many authors have a small number of publications. This could be problematic for further pro-

cessing, since the number of titles that Affinity Miner can use to extract terms is very limited,

and hence these may not accurately characterise the researcher. With this in mind, we consid-

ered only those authors with at least 5 publications. Later in subsection 4.3.1 we discuss how

this value can affect the entire process. By applying this criterion, the dataset used for this study

ended up with 66 researchers with 1149 publications, and the Law group disappeared since none

of its authors had at least 5 publications.

Figure 3A shows that Economics is the scientific group with the most researchers (46), though

nearly half of them have less than 5 publications. A third of the researchers from Management

have less than 5 articles. Maths and InfSci has the smallest percentage of authors with less

than 5 publications, with only 2 researchers in 21 not reaching that minimum threshold. Social

Sciences and Law are the smallest groups, with 3 and 2 researchers respectively. The former has

two authors with 5 or more publications, while the latter does not have any with the required

number of publications.
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Figure 3: Number of researchers (A), publications (B) and ratio of publications per researcher
(C) for each scientific group. Blue represents the researchers or publications from researchers
with at least 5 publications. Red represents the researchers or publications from researchers
with less than 5 publications.

As for the number of publications per scientific group, Figure 3B1 shows that the Maths and

InfSci group has the most publications by a significant margin, despite having less researchers

than Economics and Management. It has over 600 publications from less than 20 authors, while

the Economics group has less than 300 publications from 25 authors. The Social Sciences group

has a small number of publications. We can also see that in all groups (except Law) most of the

papers come from researchers with 5 or more publications, which is to be expected.

As for the ratio of publications per author (see Figure 3C), we can see that Economics and

Management have approximately the same value. Maths and InfSci once again stands out from

the rest, with 33 articles per researcher. This value is in line with the smaller number of authors

1In this plot some publications may be counted more than once. This happens when one article was written by
authors in different groups and/or when some authors have at least 5 publications and others have less.
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in this group along with a much higher number of publications. The Social Sciences has a

total of 20 papers per researcher, which is also significant in comparison to Economics and

Management.

4.3. Parameters

There are three main parameters that can be experimented with in this project: minimum num-

ber of publications, cosine similarity threshold and community detection algorithm. In this

study we only consider the last two.

4.3.1. Minimum number of publications

The original data contains all the authors that have published at least one article while affiliated

with FEP. Previously in section 4.1 we discussed that many authors have a small number of

publications, which can be a problem since the amount of titles Affinity Miner can extract

keywords from for a particular author becomes very reduced, and these may not adequately

describe the researcher.

We can now consider the opposite scenario, where this minimum number is very high. In this

case, a lot of the authors would simply not be considered, leaving us with a very small network

to work with. A balance must be achieved between having enough titles of a specific author

to extract relevant keywords from and having as many researchers as possible. We defined the

minimum number of publications as 5 and as such this report does not cover the impact of this

criterion, but it deserves to be studied further.

4.3.2. Similarity threshold

In Affinity Miner, the weight of the nodes is determined by the cosine similarity between the

researchers. However, it is theoretically possible for all authors to have some similarity, even if

it is very small. This would then lead to a high number of links between nodes, which in turn

could undermine the task of community detection: if all nodes were connected to each other,
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then the algorithms would have trouble distinguishing areas of high density of links and low

density.

Affinity Miner allows to set the minimum value for the cosine similarity, under which the links

are disregarded. For a threshold of 0.05, any link with a cosine similarity below 0.05 will be

given a weight of 0, effectively removing it from the network. The value of this threshold should

be experimented with, since the number of links can greatly vary with it. Figure 4 shows that

an increase of the threshold value from 0.05 to 0.06 led to a network with less links between

nodes.

Figure 4: Using one community detection method on the same data, with different thresholds.

4.3.3. Community detection algorithms

There are several community detection algorithms that can be used for a network like the one

used in this study. This report focuses on the most promising algorithm we tried out, Louvain’s

method (Blondel et al., 2008). The results obtained with the Walktrap method (Latapy and Pons,

2006) originally used in Affinity Miner can be found in Appendix C.
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4.4. Study of a measure used with the method

4.4.1. Modularity with component penalty

We started by calculating the value of modularity of the solutions obtained with each combi-

nation of community detection algorithm and threshold in order to have an objective indicator

of their quality. However, the best solutions according to this measure were not adequate, pre-

ferring solutions where a significant number of researchers were cut off from the rest of the

network. As such, we created a new measure – modularity with component penalty, Qp (Mar-

tinez, 2017). The objective of this measure was to determine a value for both the threshold and

the community detection method that had the best performance. The formula of this measure is

given by Equation 4, where Qm is the modularity of the solution, wp denotes the weight of the

penalty term and n denotes the number of components in the network. In our preliminary study

the best value for the weight wp was 0.3.

Qp = Qm−wp ∗ log2(n) (4)

The simple modularity measure showed a clear preference toward solutions that had a high

number of components. A component is a subgraph of the network that is not connected to

the rest of the network. By increasing the threshold the method was deleting links that kept

researchers connected to the network. Without such links the researchers were disconnected

from the network and became isolated components. Based on this, we decided to penalise the

modularity with the number of components in the solution.

In the initial study this measure was adequate to separate the good solutions from the bad ones,

but various solutions appeared to be acceptable. Based on this study, we concluded that the

best interval for the threshold was between 0.01 and 0.06. In this preliminary study we also

compared three algorithms: Walktrap, Louvain’s method and Infomap. Analysing each value

of the threshold interval individually, we concluded that Louvain’s method always achieved the

best performance. This study is documented in more detail in Martinez (2017).
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From here we analyse the results obtained using the threshold that is easiest to visualise – 0.06

– and the community detection algorithm that performed the best for this value – Louvain’s

method.

5. THE RESULTS OF OUR STUDY

By applying Affinity Miner’s framework to the data from FEP we obtained a network composed

of 9 affinity groups. The parameters used were a minimum of 5 publications, a cosine similarity

threshold of 0.06 and Louvain’s method for community detection. In this section we present the

network obtained for the entire Faculty and for each scientific group. This is followed by the

representation of each affinity group, with the keywords that describe them and the members

that compose them.

5.1. Final network

The network generated by the modified version of Affinity Miner can be seen in Figure 5. The

different colours represent different affinity groups.

5.1.1. Analysis of scientific groups

In order to analyse which nodes are the most central in the network, we looked at two indicators:

betweenness and eigenvector centrality. In Table 1 are the number of researchers from each

scientific group in the top ten most central nodes according to each of these measures. The

Economics group clearly has the most central nodes.

Scientific Betweenness Eigenvector
Group Centrality
Economics 5 7
Management 2 3
Maths and InfSci 3 0
Social Sciences 0 0

Table 1: Number of researchers from each scientific group in the top ten central nodes of each
indicator.
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Figure 5: Network generated by Affinity Miner.

5.2. Results of Louvain’s community detection method

5.2.1. Analysis of affinity groups

We now look at the number of affinity groups and their sizes. The goal is to get affinity groups

that have balanced sizes, avoiding the presence of very large groups and/or very small ones.

Large groups do not provide much insight into the structure of the network since everyone is

grouped together, while a high number of small groups separates the researchers too much.

In Figure 6 we can see that the community detection algorithm found 9 affinity groups. The

sizes of these groups are balanced, ranging from 7 to 10 authors in each, though the first two

affinity groups have only 1 author. This is not necessarily negative, as sometimes researchers
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are simply working on projects very different from their peers. However, in this Faculty one

would expect a low number of researchers like this.

Figure 6: Distribution of researchers and scientific groups by affinity group.

5.2.2. Cross analysis of affinity and scientific groups

In Figure 6 the colours filling each bar represent the proportion of researchers in that affinity

group that belong to the scientific group represented by that colour, and the number inside

each of those divisions is the number of researchers from that scientific group that belong to

that affinity group. We can see that affinity groups 3, 7 and 9 have are mainly composed of

researchers from Management. Affinity groups 4, 6 and 8 have mostly authors from Economics.

Group 5 only has authors from Maths and InfSci. It is also interesting to note that the Maths

and InfSci researchers are spread across all affinity groups.

5.3. Visualising scientific and affinity groups

In Figures 7, 8 and 9 are the networks generated for each scientific group. The Social Sciences

group is not here because its researchers are not connected to each other, and as such Affinity

Miner does not plot them. Figures 10 to 16 have the original network, but showing only the

nodes and links belonging to each particular affinity group. Affinity groups 1 and 2 are not
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displayed because they are not connected to any nodes, and thus are not represented in the

graph. Tables 2 to 9 contain the members of each affinity group, and also the scientific group of

each researcher.

Figure 7: Network for Maths and InfSci and its affinity subgroups.
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Figure 8: Network for Economics and its affinity subgroups.
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Figure 9: Network for Management and its affinity subgroups.
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Affinity groups 1 and 2

These groups are not graphically represented since they only contain one researcher each, who

is disconnected from the rest of the network. These two groups are summarised in 2.

Affinity Keyword Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Group Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group
1 Local development Augusto Ernesto Santos Silva 5 1 Social Sciences
2 Discrete Orbit Helena Oliveira dos Reis 10 6 Maths & InfSci

Table 2: Members of affinity groups 1 and 2.

Keywords of affinity group 3

Social responsibility, intellectual capital, characteristic polynomial, organizational culture, sus-

tainability report, economic crisis, cross-cultural adjustment, financial crisis, portuguese case,

supply chain management.

Researchers of affinity group 3

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Carlos Francisco Ferreira Alves 12 14 Management
Carlos Jose Cabral Cardoso 13 20 Management
Catarina Castelo Branco 20 24 Management
Francisco Vitorino da Silva Martins 6 11 Management
Joao Francisco Alves Ribeiro 10 12 Management
Luisa Helena Ferreira Pinto 6 8 Management
Manuel Emilio Castelo Branco 35 56 Management
Maria Teresa Proenca 5 7 Management
Susana Borges Furtado 15 34 Maths & InfSci
Jose Abilio Oliveira Matos 8 8 Maths & InfSci

Table 3: Members of affinity group 3.
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Figure 10: Affinity group 3.
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Keywords of affinity group 4

Higher education, maximum entropy, integral operator, portuguese higher education, private

higher education, spectral computation, business cooperation, economic growth, industrial lo-

cation.

Researchers of affinity group 4

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Anabela de Jesus Moreira Carneiro 9 8 Economics
Elvira Maria de Sousa Silva 11 13 Economics
Jose Manuel Janeira Varejao 9 10 Economics
Luis Delfim Moreira dos Santos 6 9 Economics
Octavio Figueiredo Goncalves 17 12 Economics
Paulo de Freitas Guimaraes 33 43 Economics
Paulo Ricardo Tavares Mota 11 7 Economics
Pedro Nuno Lopes Teixeira 35 21 Social Sciences
Paulo Jose Beleza Vasconcelos 40 43 Maths & InfSci

Table 4: Members of affinity group 4.

Figure 11: Affinity group 4.
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Keywords of affinity group 5

Data stream, knowledge discovery, data mining, classification algorithm, artificial intelligence,

change detection, algorithm selection, machine learning, sensor data, decision tree.

Researchers of affinity group 5

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Adelaide Figueiredo 5 18 Maths & InfSci
Ana Cristina Moreira de Freitas 17 18 Maths & InfSci
Carlos Manuel Pinto Soares 114 132 Maths & InfSci
Fernanda Figueiredo 23 28 Maths & InfSci
Joao Manuel Portela da Gama 223 307 Maths & InfSci
Jorge Manuel Correia Pereira 27 33 Maths & InfSci
Jose Manuel Soares Oliveira 24 27 Maths & InfSci
Maria Paula Brito 11 26 Maths & InfSci
Pavel Brazdil 69 93 Maths & InfSci
Rui Manuel Rodrigues Leite 9 5 Maths & InfSci

Table 5: Members of affinity group 5.

Figure 12: Affinity group 5.
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Keywords of affinity group 6

Economic growth, endogenous growth, costly investment, euro area, heart rate, sea level, wage

inequality, monetary policy, welfare impact, ecological technology.

Researchers of affinity group 6

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Ana Paula Africano Silva 6 9 Economics
Ana Paula Ferreira Ribeiro 12 5 Economics
Aurora Amelia Castro Teixeira 38 79 Economics
Manuel Mota Freitas Martins 10 9 Economics
Maria Isabel Teixeira Soares 37 48 Economics
Oscar Joao Atanazio Afonso 49 36 Economics
Pedro Rui Mazeda Gil 9 13 Economics
Rui Henrique Rodrigues Alves 10 13 Economics
Sandra Maria Tavares Silva 14 13 Economics
Maria Eduarda Rocha Silva 40 45 Maths & InfSci

Table 6: Members of affinity group 6.

Figure 13: Affinity group 6.
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Keywords of affinity group 7

Genetic algorithm, earlytardy scheduling, random key, idle time, tardiness cost, hybrid heuris-

tic.

Researchers of affinity group 7

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Dalila Martins Fontes 33 39 Management
Jorge Miguel Silva Valente 15 30 Management
Jose Fernando Goncalves 30 36 Management
Maria do Rosario Moreira 12 15 Management
Raquel Bastos Moutinho 11 16 Management
Rui Alberto Santos Alves 14 11 Management
Paulo Sergio Amaral de Sousa 7 9 Maths & InfSci

Table 7: Members of affinity group 7.

Figure 14: Affinity group 7.
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Keywords of affinity group 8

Cell network, heteroclinic network, welfare effect, core-periphery model, entry-exit system, for-

eign direct investment, natural gas market, asymmetric collusion, demand growth, investment

decision.

Researchers of affinity group 8

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Antonio Abilio Brandao 14 15 Economics
Helder Ferreira Vasconcelos 12 7 Economics
Joana Vaz de Pinho 8 8 Economics
Joana Rita Pinho Resende 11 13 Economics
Joao Oliveira Correia da Silva 14 15 Economics
Maria Paula Vicente Sarmento 6 3 Economics
Rosa Maria Portela Forte 10 16 Economics
Manuela Alexandrina de Aguiar 13 16 Maths & InfSci
Sofia Dias de Castro Gothen 23 27 Maths & InfSci
Paulo Jorge Ribeiro Pereira 11 10 Management

Table 8: Members of affinity group 8.

Figure 15: Affinity group 8.
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Keywords of affinity group 9

Cooperation network, virtual enterprise, business service network, collaborative network, con-

sumer market, supply management, agent-based model, balance sheet analysis.

Researchers of affinity group 9

Members No. Papers No. Papers Scientific
Dec. 2016 July 2017 Group

Maria Isabel da Mota Campos 6 4 Economics
Nuno Tiago de Sousa Pereira 9 10 Economics
Pedro Jose Moreira de Campos 14 20 Maths & InfSci
Carlos Henrique de Brito 10 8 Management
Jose Manuel Baptista Mendonca 13 6 Management
Maria Catarina de Almeida Roseira 5 7 Management
Pedro Manuel Quelhas Brito 12 23 Management
Teresa Rocha Fernandes da Silva 5 15 Management

Table 9: Members of affinity group 9.

Figure 16: Affinity group 9.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this report we used network analysis and community detection to analyse data from the

School of Economics and Management of the University of Porto (FEP) and better understand

its structure and research trends.

Using modularity with component penalty, we determined a value for the minimum weight of a

link in the network in order to simplify it by removing links below that threshold. This measure

also allowed us to determine that the tested community detection algorithm that performed the

best for this network was Louvain’s method.

Analysing the network obtained with this simplification method, we verified that the most cen-

tral researchers belong to the scientific group of Economics. After applying Louvain’s method,

it discovered 9 affinity groups. While two of these only had one researcher each, the remaining

had very balanced sizes, with each group containing 7 to 10 researchers.

By doing a cross analysis between the scientific and affinity groups, we verified that the affinity

groups were composed mainly of researchers from the same scientific group. For instance, we

note that the scientific group of Economics is divided into 3 rather cohesive subgroups. Two

of those include mainly researchers from this scientific group, while the third one is a mix of

researchers mainly from Economics and Management. The scientific group of Management is

also divided into 3 cohesive subgroups in a similar fashion. Finally, one of the affinity groups is

composed solely of researchers from the Maths and InfSci scientific group, while the remaining

researchers from this group are spread across the other affinity groups.

The keywords generated by Affinity Miner to describe each affinity group were also able to

describe the groups fairly well, with some of the groups having clearly defined areas of research.

We concluded that the methods applied in this study were able to find a pertinent structure in

the network.

There is still room for future research:

– In order to determine which parameters work best for the data we have, three approaches
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need to be considered. The first is to experiment with more values for these parameters and

see the changes that ensue. This report is very limited in scope, considering only a few

combinations of parameters. The second approach is to look at other subjective indicators,

such as the keywords of each community and whether they make sense or not. For this sort

of task where we don’t know the true structure of the network it is not uncommon to use the

researchers’ own judgement and feedback from experts on the matter to ascertain the quality

of the network structure. These measures are subjective and thus may be biased, but they can

be useful since a mathematical equation does not take into account the real-world context of

the network.

– The pruning method used to simplify the network is rather simple and may diminish the

effectiveness of the community detection method. Using other pruning methods can provide

better affinity groups.

– Only two algorithms were experimented with in this study. However, there are others which

could have been used instead, and so testing them could provide interesting results.

– The quality of the keywords generated can be improved. One possible solution would be

to use not only the titles of the articles but also their abstract. However, this would add to

another problem we are currently facing, the long processing time this task takes to complete.

Another alternative worth exploring is using a more efficient algorithm to generate these

keywords.

– Finally, one major improvement would be to apply these methods not just to the School

of Economics and Management of the University of Porto but to other faculties and even

to the entire University. This would lead to a vast network, which in turn would lead to

new problems to solve. For example, the running time of the algorithms would have to be

evaluated. This was not a concern of this study because the network is fairly small, but if

we were to include all the of researchers from the University it would most likely affect the

performance of the methods used.
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A. AUTHORS WITH LESS THAN 5 PUBLICATIONS

In Table 10 are the authors with less than 5 publications for each scientific group and the number of

papers each of those researchers has.

Scientific Researcher No. Papers No. Papers
Group Dec. 2016 July 2017
Economics Abel Luis Costa Fernandes 3 3

Alvaro Fernando Santos Almeida 3 6
Ana Teresa Cunha de Pinho Tavares Lehmann 3 6
Antonio Carlos Fernandes Teixeira 1 1
Argentino Conceicao da Silva Pessoa 2 6
Fernando Teixeira dos Santos 1 1
Francisco Antonio Fernandes Barros Castro 2 2
Helder Manuel Valente da Silva 1 1
Joao Manuel de Matos Loureiro 1 1
Jose da Silva Costa 1 7
Jose Manuel Peres Jorge 1 5
Manuel Duarte da Silva Rocha 1 4
Manuel Jose Mendes de Oliveira 2 6
Maria Clementina Pereira Nunes Teixeira dos Santos 2 3
Maria Cristina Guimaraes Guerreiro Chaves 4 5
Maria do Pilar Esteves Gonzalez 4 7
Maria Manuela de Castro e Silva Ferreira 1 1
Maria Margarida Malheiro Queiroz de Mello 3 3
Mario Alencoao Brigido da Graca Moura 2 7
Pedro Cosme da Costa Vieira 1 5
Vitor Manuel da Costa Carvalho 2 2

Law Elda Oliveira Marques 1 1
Mariana Fontes da Costa 2 1

Management Amelia Maria Pinto da Cunha Brandao 1 1
Ana Paula de Sousa Freitas Madureira Serra 3 6
Beatriz da Graca Luz Casais 3 6
Elisio Fernando Moreira Brandao 3 3
Jorge Bento Ribeiro Barbosa Farinha 2 2
Jose Antonio Cardoso Moreira 3 2
Jose Pedro Coelho Rodrigues 1 1
Julio Fernando Seara Sequeira da Mota Lobao 3 3
Manuel Antonio Fernandes da Graca 1 1
Samuel Cruz Alves Pereira 1 3

Maths and InfSci Paulo Joao Figueiredo Cabral Teles 4 6
Vitor Manuel Martins de Matos 3 5

Social Sciences Sofia Alexandra Soares de Miranda Ferreira Cruz 4 6

Table 10: Authors with less than 5 publications.
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B. WALKTRAP METHOD

The community detection algorithm used in Affinity Miner is the Walktrap method. This is an agglomer-

ative hierarchical clustering method that also uses random walks. A random walk is a process according

to which a random walker moves away from its starting point. For example, in the context of a network

a random walker can be placed on a node and randomly walk between connected nodes. Since there are

many links connecting the nodes, there are several paths the random walker can take to reach a certain

node, and the probability of the random walker being at a certain node in a certain amount of steps dif-

fers from node to node. Latapy and Pons (2006) use these probabilities to calculate the distance between

nodes, based on the definition of community: if a community is a group of nodes densely connected to

each other and sparsely connected to nodes outside of the community, then the random walker will spend

more time inside a community. This means the probability of reaching a node in the same community as

its starting node is higher than that of reaching a node outside. This distance is used as the dissimilarity

measure in an agglomerative hierarchical clustering, using Ward linkage as the aggregation index.

C. RESULTS OF WALKTRAP METHOD

For the Walktrap method with a threshold of 0.05, a total of 12 affinity groups are discovered. There is

one very big group composed mostly of researchers from Economics, as can be seen in Figure 17. There

are 6 small affinity groups with only 3 or less researchers, which is undesirable.

Figure 17: Distribution of researchers and scientific groups by affinity group, for the Walktrap method
and a threshold of 0.05.
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Using a threshold of 0.06, the Walktrap algorithm discovers 11 affinity groups. There is one very large

group with 21 members, mostly from Economics. There are several small ones of 2 or 3 researchers.

Groups 2 and 6 have many authors from Management, while groups 3, 4 and 7 have researchers only

from Maths and InfSci.

Figure 18: Distribution of researchers and scientific groups by affinity group, for the Walktrap method
and a threshold of 0.06.

D. RESULTS OF LOUVAIN’S METHOD, THRESHOLD OF 0.05

Figure 19: Distribution of researchers and scientific groups by affinity group, for Louvain’s method and
a threshold of 0.05.
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Louvain’s method with a threshold of 0.05 finds 7 affinity groups. None of these is very big or very small

in comparison with the rest. There is one group (i.e. no. 1) with only one author. Group 4 only has

authors from Maths and InfSci, while groups 3 and 6 have researchers mostly from Economics. Groups

2 and 7 have a majority of researchers from Management.
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Editorial Board (wps@fep.up.pt)
Download available at: http://wps.fep.up.pt/wplist.php

also in http://ideas.repec.org/PaperSeries.html
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